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Comline is an exhibitor at an event organised by Tag Digital's
long-standing client, Messe Frankfurt. Comline is one of the
fastest growing automotive brands in Europe. 

Their website explores new ways to source products, train
workforce and stay informed with the UK’s automotive
aftermarket. 

Comline wanted to boost reach and engagement on their
winter competition amongst their target audience - Messe
Frankfurt's data list.
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Campaign Objectives

To deliver 100,000 impressions focused on
Comline’s target audience

To increase post engagement
       (likes, shares, comments)
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Simple, live reporting makes it easy to scale

What is Audience Extension?

Tag Digital provides Audience Extension as a value-added

service that organisers can offer their exhibitors. Audience

Extension is a strong revenue generating digital sales product

for event organisers that amplifies the audience their clients can

reach, beyond their own platforms, all-year round.

Audience Extension campaigns provide exhibitors with access

to the event organiser’s valuable data - their target audience -

whilst generating an additional revenue stream for the

organiser at the same time.  

Audience Extension is sold to

event organisers per

thousand impressions (CPM).

The event organiser can sell

the service onto their

exhibitors at a higher price. 
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Allows your
exhibitors to

connect with your
audience year

round

Ensure high quality
audience

exposure for your
clients

What are the Benefits of
Audience Extension Campaigns?

Strong source of
additional

revenue

Scale across all
your exhibitors to

drive digital
revenue

Leverage your web
audience via

remarketing, 1st
party and lookalike

audiences

Remarketing
Lists are up to

540 days

Simple reporting
makes it easy to

scale 

For Event Organisers:

For Exhibitors:

Exposure to a high quality, target audience. 

Connection with your target audience all-year round to push
users down the sales funnel to ultimately drive conversions. 



Budgets were optimised based
on campaign performance and
volume of impressions each ad
set was achieving.

The campaign was run only on Facebook, created through

the page engagement objective.

The Campaign Approach  
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Comline created the initial post and
Tag Digital boosted the same post
to the already existing remarketing
and lookalike audiences. 

Minimum spends were placed
behind each of the audiences so
that there was an even distribution
of the budget to begin with.

The Results

> 3,400 Post Engagements
542 of which were post comments

 

> 100,000 Impressions


